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Cover Photo: New species, Sapria myanmarensis (Rafflesiaceae) was discovered in 2016 in northern central 
Myanmar, one of the most uncollected regions of the country during international expedition of National Museum 
of Nature and Science, Japan and Myanmar Forest Department under leadership of Dr. Nobuyuki Tanaka and Dr. 
Mu Mu Aung. At a later date, a further material was also collected in Mt. Zaron, Sagaing Region. This is the fourth 
species in the genus Sapria. Photographed by Dr. Mu Mu Aung. 
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Scope 
The journal Taiwania publishes scientific papers on aspects of biodiversity, including 
taxonomy, phylogeny, morphology, genetics, ecology and evolutionary biology, at all 
levels of organization from molecular, organismal, community to ecosystem. Taiwania has 
a strong geographical emphasis on studies from East and Southeast Asia. The journal 
publishes original research articles, scientific notes, and invited or submitted reviews. 
 

Submission of Manuscripts 
The manuscript should be submitted electronically in Microsoft Word format to the Online 
Submission site (http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/tai), or sent directly to Taiwania Editorial 
Office. For reviewing purpose, please specify the type of the submission (research article, 
review, or scientific note), and the category (1. Taxonomy, 2. Anatomy and Morphology, 3. 
Cell Biology and Physiology, 4. Ecology, Evolutionary Biology and Animal Behavior, 5. 
Genetics, Molecular and Developmental Biology). Submitted manuscript should not be 
submitted nor published elsewhere (including submissions in any other language, unless 
written consent from Taiwania editorial office is obtained). The manuscript should be read 
and approved by all co-authors. The submission of the manuscripts means that authors 
automatically agree to assign exclusive copyright to the journal in case that the manuscript is 
accepted for publication. 
 

Form of Manuscript 
Manuscripts should be written in English and proof-read by native English speaker if 
necessary. The first page should contain only the title, running head, authors’ names and 
full addresses. The title should be brief and contain words useful for indexing and 
information retrieval. A proposed running head should not contain more than 30 characters. 
The corresponding author should also include phone/ fax number and e-mail address. The 
second page of the manuscript should contain the abstract (limited to 250 words), and 
keywords (max. ten words). All pages should be numbered consecutively in the bottom 
right-hand corner. Acknowledgments should be kept short. Tables should be typed on 
separate pages, numbered consecutively with Arabic numbers and arranged at the end of 
the manuscript. Figures should be submitted in separate files. Binomial Latin names, with 
authorities, should be used in accordance with International Code of Nomenclature for Algae, 
Fungi and Plants or International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. Herbaria, if provided, 
should be designated by its acronym according to the current edition of Index Herbarium. 
 

Proofs, Reprints and Publication Fees 
For accepted paper, we would like to receive the manuscript and artwork in electronic form. 
Please do not embed figures in Word document. Save vector graphics (line art) in Portable 
Document Format (PDF), or bitmap files (half-tones/photographs) in JPG, PNG, GIF or TIF. 
The maximum printed size for a full page figure is 16.7 cm by 22.3 cm, and the resolution of 
figures should be at least 300 dpi (at reproduction size). Combination figures can also be 
saved in jpg or metafile (EMF) format. Corresponding authors will receive page proof and 
will be charged for alternations on illustration. There are no page charges except for color 
printing (US$ 100/ page) and papers over 20 pages (US$ 10/page), which will be defrayed 
by the authors. Copyright Assignment Form must be completed for all accepted paper 
before publication. 
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